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ABSTRACT  
As we know there is an increasing demand from the software 

industry to develop software model which can communicate 

and exchange information concurrently in multiprogramming 

environment. This is very difficult to find and eliminate 

concurrency problem like deadlock in a large and complex 

system. There is a need of model to identify and recognize 

concurrency problem such as deadlocks in the early stage in 

system and design model to get rid of these kinds of problems. 

In this paper author proposed a UML model for detecting the 

concurrency in early stage of design system. The author has 

also proposed a sequence diagram, activity diagram and use 

case diagram for the above model.   
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a well-known software 

modeling language and it is accepted by the academia as well 

as by the software industry people. It has also become a 

standard language for software analysis and design [1]. The 

modeling is an advance way of thinking about the scientific 

research problems in a well organized manner in real-world 

ideas. Some important model systems are designed and 

explained in [2, 3, 4,]. UML is a combination of good 

engineering practices that has proved to be successful in 

modeling a software design of difficult or complex systems. 

Modeling is very helpful to understand the process of input 

and output of system [5]. Recently, Saxena & Ansari 

proposed a different UML models which are based on specific 

domain [6, 7, 8]. These models are very helpful to understand 

the “UML modeling and design concepts”. A lot of literature 

is available on modeling problems by the use of UML but 

limited research papers are available in literature to finding 

the deadlock in multiprogramming environment through UML 

applications. The deadlock is situation where a process or set 

of processes is blocked, waiting for some resources that is 

holded by some other process [9].  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Deadlock Situation  

 

 

The Fig. 1 shows the situation of deadlock. In this figure 

system takes with a tape drive and a plotter. Let process P1 

request the tape drive and process P2 request the plotter, both 

the processes receive these  resources, as both the resources 

were initially free. Hence leaving these resources occupied 

process p1 request to the plotter and process p2 requests the 

tape drive. In this situation both the processes were not 

granted with the resource and both the processes goes in an 

indefinite wait and deadlock. The deadlock happen when a 

thread is not capable to continue its execution as it is blocked 

waiting for a lock that is held indefinitely by another thread 

[10, 11]. A thread is a flow of execution through the process 

code, with its own program counter, system register and stack. 

Threads are a popular way to improve an application 

performance through parallelism.  
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Fig. 2 Single and multi-thread processes 

 
A thread is sometimes called as light weight process. Process 

is a dynamic entity that is a program in execution. A process 

is a sequence of instruction execution. Concurrency 

introduces the need for communication between executing 

threads, which is need to synchronize their operations and 

shared memory communication, which ensures that the shared 

resources are accessed individually and appropriately [12]. 

Monitoring and authentication usually consists of examination 

for communication faults such as deadlocks, infinite loops, 

lovelocks and other communication pitfalls. As model-based 

software development practices are getting more popularity 

[13, 14], resource and communication deadlock models are 

considered in message communication systems. Most 

deadlock models in distributed systems are resource models 

[15, 16].The author proposed a model for the detection of 

concurrency problems that is based on design models 

expressed in UML [17]. 

  

1.1  UML Process 
Process can be explained in the form of collection or block of 

instructions of program, macro subprogram or subroutine. To 

explain this process there is a need of processing elements. 

The processing element are defined as stereotype and 

generally used to handle the concurrent processes. The given 

Fig. 3 shows the UML process and the processing unit. 

 

 
                                        (a)  UML Process                                              (b) Processing Unit  

Fig. 3 UML Process & Processing Unit  

 

2. UML CLASS MODEL FOR   

DETECTION OF DEADLOCK  
The class model for detection of deadlock in a system is 

designed with the help of UML concepts and is shown below 

in Fig. 4. The complete system for detection of deadlock is 

shown with designed attributes and functions. The UML 

model contains the six major classes which are Process, OS 

Manager, Pre_Scheduler, Process_Exe, Check_Deadlock 

andRemove_Deadlock.
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Fig. 4 UML Class Model for Deadlock Detection 

 

  

 
The Process class is associated with OS Manager. Process 

class has multiple associations with OS Manager and OS 

Manager has a single association with the Process. Similarly 

OS Manager Class has a multiple association with 

Pre_Scheduler class and pre_Scheduler also have a multiple 

association with OS Manager. Check_Deadlock and 

Remove_Deadlock classes inherit from OS Manager. OS 

Manager Class has a single association with Check_Deadlock 

and Remove_Deadlock classes while Check_Deadlock and 

Remove_Deadlock classes have multiple associations with OS 

Manager Class. Check_Deadlock and Remove_Deadlock 

classes also have multiple associations. The Check_Deadlock 

and Remove_Deadlock classes also have multiple associations 

with Pre_Scheduler class and Pre_Scheduler classes also have 

multiple associations with Check_Deadlock and 

Remove_Deadlock class. Process_Exe class has a multiple 

association with Pre_Scheduler class and Pre_Scheduler class 

also has multiple associations with Process_Exe class. 

 

3. UML ACTIVITY DIAGRAM FOR 

DETECTION OF DEADLOCK  
An activity diagram is a self-motivated diagram that shows an 

activity and an event. The activity diagram shows the variety 

of activities step by step with the movement of both 

conditional and parallel behaviors. Basically the activity 

diagram is the modification of state diagram in which most of 

the states are activities. The activity diagram of the above 

UML class model for detection of deadlock in a system is 

given in Fig 4. 
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Fig. 4 UML Activity Diagram for Deadlock Detection 

 

According to the activity diagram a number of jobs want to 

run in a CPU. The operating systems manage all jobs which 

are willing to run. The operating system manager first check 

for the deadlock, if deadlock is found then first it removes 

deadlock and wait till the processes  are not removed from  

resources which are holded by the other process. If the 

process is not holding any resource of the other process, then 

the process processed jobs and wait for the next job. 

 

5.  SEQUENCE DIAGRAM FOR 

DETECTION OF DEADLOCK  
A sequence diagram is made up of objects and messages. The 

given sequence diagram below show the detection of deadlock 

in a system. It has five major objects which are shown on the 

top of the diagram through the rectangular box with the 

underlined class name. The five objects are jobs, OS Manager, 

Deadlock, Remove deadlock and CPU Process Jobs. 

Jobs OS Manager

Request to process jobs

Deadlock

Jop shedule and check for dead lock

Remove deadlock CPU Process Jobs

Deadlock found

Frist remove deadlock then process jobs

No deadlock found

Process Jobs

Job process and inform

stop wait for next job

Fig. 5 UML Sequence Diagram for Deadlock Detection 
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The communication of information between two objects is 

represented by an arrow and the massages on that arrow. In a 

sequence diagram an object is shown at the top of the diagram 

with underline and vertical lines shows the life of the object. 

According to the sequence diagram a number of jobs requests 

OS Manager to execute? OS Manager schedules all jobs and 

checks for the deadlock. If any process is holding the 

resources of the other process, then first free the resources of 

other processes and then jobs can be executed other wise it 

can not be executed, it goes in deadlock situation. If process is 

not holding the resources of other jobs, then OS Manger sends 

to execute a job and waits for the next jobs. 

 

6. CONCLUSION  
From the above work it is concluded that UML is a powerful 

modeling language which is used to represent the scientific 

research problem. In this paper author has done a complete 

modeling for finding out the deadlock situation in a system. 

The UML model is very efficient and useful for the software 

developers who develop high quality software’s and avoids 

the deadlock situation in a system. This UML model is 

flexible and easily extendible. 
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